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The transformation of the free-energy landscape from smooth to hierarchical is one of the richest
features of mean-field disordered systems. A well-studied example is the de Almeida-Thouless
transition for spin glasses in a magnetic field, and a similar phenomenon–the Gardner transition–
has recently been predicted for structural glasses. The existence of these replica-symmetry-breaking
phase transitions has, however, long been questioned below their upper critical dimension, du = 6.
Here, we obtain evidence for the existence of these transitions in d < du using a two-loop calculation.
Because the critical fixed point is found in the strong-coupling regime, we corroborate the result
by resumming the perturbative series with inputs from a three-loop calculation and an analysis of
its large-order behavior. Our study offers a resolution of the long-lasting controversy surrounding
phase transitions in finite-dimensional disordered systems.
Introduction– Spontaneous symmetry breaking can
dramatically change material properties. Breaking trans-
lational symmetry turns liquids into crystalline solids,
breaking gauged phase symmetry gives rise to supercon-
ductivity, and breaking non-Abelian gauged symmetry
endows elementary particles with mass. In a host of dis-
ordered models, a symmetry of the most peculiar type
can break. Upon cooling, the mean-field free-energy of
these systems develops a finite complexity, i.e., the num-
ber of metastable states grows exponentially with system
size. The similitude between copies (replicas) of the sys-
tem then depends on whether or not they belong to a
same cluster of metastable states. In particular, right
at the transition point, each replica of the system is on
the brink of falling into one cluster or another, resulting
in critical fluctuations of the similarity between uncou-
pled copies. Remarkably, such replica symmetry break-
ing (RSB) accounts for the emergence of glassiness in
mean-field models ranging from liquids to optimization
problems and neural networks [1]. Mean-field criticality,
however, bears the seed of its own destruction. Below the
upper critical dimension, du, violent critical fluctuations
challenge the very validity of the approximation within
which they were conceived. The existence of a continu-
ous transition into an RSB phase in dimensions d < du is
thus not a foregone conclusion, and its fate in disordered
systems remains hotly debated [2].
An illustrious example of this dispute centers around
mean-field models of spins with quenched impurities in an
external magnetic field, known to exhibit a de Almeida-
Thouless (dAT) transition [3]. This transition accompa-
nies the emergence of continuous RSB with a hierarchi-
cally rough landscape, which eventually becomes fractal
in the low-temperature limit [4]. Its upper critical di-
mension, du = 6 [5], however, is well above three and
the existence of the transition in real physical systems
has long been questioned [6–13]. Recent advances in the
mean-field description of structural glasses have unveiled
∗ sho.yaida@duke.edu
a new facet of this problem. Solid glasses are also pre-
dicted to undergo a critical RSB transition–known as a
Gardner transition–upon cooling, compressing or shear-
ing [4, 14, 15]. A growing body of evidence further re-
lates the Gardner transition to the anomalous behavior of
amorphous solids compared to their crystalline counter-
part, and to a nontrivial critical scaling upon approaching
the jamming limit [4, 16–20]. The question of whether
dAT and Gardner transitions survive finite-dimensional
fluctuations has thus gained renewed impetus.
The impact of fluctuations on RSB transitions was first
examined using the perturbative renormalization group
(RG) approach that proved so successful for Ising and
other universality classes. A loop-expansion of the field
theory appropriate for the dAT and Gardner universal-
ity class, however, finds that the critical fixed point is
absent to lowest, one-loop order for d < du [21–23]. This
has led many to conclude that such transitions then ei-
ther become discontinuous or simply vanish. Yet the lack
of dimensional robustness is challenged by numerical ev-
idence supporting the existence of a critical dAT transi-
tion in d = 4 [24, 25] and of a critical Gardner transition
in d = 3 [26, 27]. An alternate interpretation is that the
critical fixed point resides in the strong-coupling regime
of the field theory for all d, thus preventing a one-loop cal-
culation from identifying it. A precedent is the Caswell-
Banks-Zaks (CBZ) fixed point of the non-Abelian gauge
theory for elementary particles in 3+1 space-time dimen-
sions [28]. This fixed point is missed at one-loop order
but captured at two-loop order. Although the CBZ fixed
point generically lies in the strong-coupling regime, which
falls beyond the designed range of a perturbative calcu-
lation, its existence has been corroborated by adiabati-
cally connecting it to a perturbative fixed point [29], sup-
ported by lattice simulations even in the strong-coupling
regime [30], and established beyond reasonable doubt in
supersymmetric theories [31, 32]. Two-loop calculations
may thus find fixed points that are missed by one-loop
analysis, but additional lines of evidence are then needed
to confirm the result.
In this letter, we present field-theoretic calculations
that capture the physics of both dAT transitions in spin
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2(a) One-loop RG, d < 6 (b) Two-loop RG, d = 3 (c) Two-loop RG, d = 5 (d) Two-loop RG, d = 5.5
FIG. 1. RG flows in the space of couplings for (a) the one-loop calculation in d < 6 and the two-loop calculation in (b) d = 3,
(c) d = 5 and (d) d = 5.5. Arrows denote flow toward longer length scales; background shading denotes the intensity of the
flow quantified by
(
βI
)2
+
(
βII
)2
, and normalized by −3 in (a). The Gaussian fixed point (red dot) is unstable for d < 6. In
(b) and (c) a nontrivial fixed point (blue dot) is stable and lies at strong couplings. Its basin of attraction is delineated by two
thick lines: one precisely along gI = 0 and the other approximately along gI ≈ gII. Outside this basin, the flow runs toward
infinity, which is often characteristic of discontinuous transitions. Note that for d = 5, the flow spirals into the nontrivial fixed
point, while for d = 5.5 both fixed points are unstable.
glasses and Gardner transitions in structural glasses.
Like for the CBZ fixed point, our two-loop calculation
identifies a critical fixed point for d < du that is missed by
the one-loop RG flow. Resummation of the perturbative
series at three-loop order supplemented by an analysis of
its large-order behavior further supports the robustness
of this critical fixed point for the dAT-Gardner univer-
sality class.
Field-Theory Setup– The finite-dimensional generaliza-
tion of the mean-field Edwards-Anderson order param-
eter for glasses is the replicated overlap field, qab (x).
This field characterizes the similarity at positions x be-
tween pairs of distinct replicated configurations through
an n-by-n symmetric matrix with a null diagonal; the
zero replica limit, n → 0, is taken at the end of the
calculations in order to properly average over disorder
(see Appendix A). In general, field fluctuations can be
subdivided into longitudinal, anomalous, and replicon
modes [33, 34]. At dAT and Gardner transitions only
replicon modes become critical (massless); the other two
remain short-ranged (massive) and can thus be neglected
at long distances. We henceforth only focus on the repli-
con field, φab (x), defined by the condition
∑n
b=1 φab = 0
for all a = 1, . . . , n, thus leaving n(n − 3)/2 degrees of
freedom.
In order to investigate the putative critical point, we
seek infrared-stable fixed points of the RG flow within
the critical surface on which the replicon field remains
massless. Within this surface, the field theory is governed
by the bare action, S =
∫
dxL, with [35]
L = 1
2
n∑
a,b=1
(∇φab)2 (1)
− 1
3!
gIbare n∑
a,b=1
φ3ab + g
II
bare
n∑
a,b,c=1
φabφbcφca
 ,
which is the most generic cubic action for replicon
modes [22]. The effective description of the system then
depends on the energy scale, µ, probed. This depen-
dence is encoded in the RG flow of dimensionless cou-
plings, gX (µ) with X ∈ {I, II}, that are related to bare
couplings, gXbare, in Eq. (1) (see Appendix B). The flow
is governed by βX ≡ µ∂gX /∂µ, and stops at fixed points
whereat βI
(
gI?, g
II
?
)
= βII
(
gI?, g
II
?
)
= 0 . Note that for all
d a Gaussian fixed point with gI? = g
II
? = 0 exists, but it
is stable only for d > du [21].
Two-loop RG– Inspired by the CBZ fixed point, we
compute the β-functions to two-loop order for the replica
field theory in Eq. (1), using the dimensional regular-
ization scheme [28, 36–41] (see Appendix B). As ex-
pected [21–23], no stable fixed point can be found at
one-loop order for d < 6 [Fig. 1(a)]. For d < d0 ≈ 5.41,
however, the two-loop RG flow locates a stable fixed point
with a finite basin of attraction [Figs. 1(b) and (c)]. A
system lying within this basin eventually approaches the
fixed point upon rescaling and is thus critical. By con-
trast, a system that remains outside the basin cannot
continuously transition into an RSB phase, and may in-
stead exhibit a discontinuous transition. Remarkably, the
boundary of the basin is closely approximated by the
tree-level condition for a critical transition into a RSB
phase, i.e., 1 < gII/gI <∞ [42].
The eigenvalues, λ1 and λ2, of[
∂βI
∂gI
∂βI
∂gII
∂βII
∂gI
∂βII
∂gII
] ∣∣∣∣∣
(gI,gII)=(gI?,g
II
? )
(2)
give the stability exponents that control subleading cor-
rections from irrelevant deformations near the critical
point. Figure 2(a) indicates that these exponents acquire
an imaginary component for d > ds ≈ 4.84, hence the RG
flow then spirals toward the fixed point [Fig. 1(c)]. As has
been observed in other disordered systems [43–45], such
3(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2. Critical parameters at the nontrivial fixed point derived within two-loop (solid lines) and Borel resummation (dashed
lines) RG schemes as functions of the spatial dimension d. (a) Real parts of the stability exponents around the fixed point
within the critical surface, λ1 and λ2. (b) Critical exponents, ν (cyan) and η (navy-blue). (c) Fixed-point values of running
couplings, gI (red) and gII (orange). At two-loop order, the nature of the fixed point changes at ds ≈ 4.84 and d0 ≈ 5.41. The
two stability exponents merge at d = ds, at which point they acquire imaginary parts, hence the flow spirals into the (stable)
fixed point [Fig. 1(c)], while for d > d0 the real part of these eigenvalues becomes negative and the flow spirals out of the
(unstable) fixed point [Fig. 1(d)]. Upon inclusion of higher-loop corrections, Borel resummation indicates that the fixed point
is robustly stable for d <∼ 5.05 but does not exhibit any spiraling flow.
complex exponents can emerge from the nonunitarity of
the replica field theory, and give rise to an oscillatory de-
cay of the appropriate correlation functions in the critical
region. Conformality gets lost with the change in the spi-
ral direction at d = d0 and no stable fixed point can be
found for d ∈ (d0, du) [Fig. 1(d)]. In the absence of addi-
tional nontrivial fixed points with which to collide [46],
this scenario provides a natural mechanism for exchang-
ing dominance between the Gaussian and the genuinely
nonperturbative fixed points as one goes from d > du
down to physical dimensions.
We also compute the critical exponents, ν and η, that
govern the divergence of the correlation length and the
decay of two-point correlation functions at the critical
point, respectively [Fig. 2(b)]. The former is obtained
from the relevant deformation by the quadratic coupling
that drives the system away from the critical surface (see
Appendix C). Estimates of ν and η agree qualitatively
with the trend observed in d = 4 simulations [24]; η is
negative and ν is larger than its mean-field value, νMF =
1
2 .
Resummation– Because the critical couplings are of or-
der unity for all d < du [Fig. 2(c)], resummation is needed
to assess the existence of the fixed point. (Without a
careful resummation, even the d ≤ 3 Wilson-Fisher fixed
point for the Ising universality class disappears [47].) A
field-theoretic perturbative series is indeed generically
not convergent but rather asymptotic. More precisely,
a formal series in terms of the coupling constant,
f(g2) =
∑
k
fkg
2k , (3)
typically has coefficients that exhibit a factorial growth,
i.e., fk ∼ k! (−1/A)k, with a large-order constant A given
in terms of the saddle-point action [48, 49]. Although a
truncation to the first couple of terms may yield a good
approximation in the weak-coupling regime, the series
itself is not mathematically well defined.
Borel resummation is the most common scheme used
to give epistemological traction to a fixed point. The ap-
proach starts from the observation that a Borel trans-
form, f˜B(g
2) ≡ ∑k fkk! g2k, has a finite radius of con-
vergence, |A|. Using the identity k! = ∫∞
0
dte−ttk the
original series [Eq. (3)] can formally be expressed as
f(g2) =
∫∞
0
dte−tf˜B(tg2). The analytic continuation of
the Borel transform onto the whole positive axis then
unambiguously defines the function f . There is typically
no problem to this analytic continuation when A > 0,
hence the series is then deemed Borel-summable.
In order to adapt the above scheme to a replica field
theory with two cubic couplings, we define
(
gI, gII
) ≡
g(cos θ, sin θ) and regroup the double series, with the
power of g2 counting loop order:
f
(
gI, gII
)
=
∞∑
k1,k2=0;k1+k2=even
fk1,k2
(
gI
)k1 (
gII
)k2
(4)
=
∞∑
k=0
g2k
[
2k∑
k1=0
fk1,2k−k1 (cos θ)
k1 (sin θ)
2k−k1
]
≡
∞∑
k=0
fk (θ) g
2k .
The Borel-summability of the series is then governed
by the angle-dependent large-order behavior fk(θ) ∼
k! [−1/A(θ)]k. Consequently, as has been observed for
the Abelian gauge theory with background fields [50],
Borel-summability depends on the ratio of two couplings,
as encoded in the saddle-point solution to the classical
equations of motion for replicons [51].
Among nontrivial saddles, we assume [52, 53] that the
saddle of the form
φ?ab (x; θ) =
1
g
F (x) v
(θ)
ab (5)
4dictates the value A(θ). Here F is a spherically symmet-
ric function that solves
∇2F = F − F 2 , (6)
obtained numerically through the pseudospectral
method [54, 55], and v
(θ)
ab is the replicon component of
the Parisi RSB ansatz [1, 56–58]. Computing the action
of the resulting saddle (see Appendix D) indicates that
a solution exists if and only if 1 < tan θ <∞, with
A (θ) =
cd
cos2 θ (tan θ − 1) , (7)
where cd is a d-dependent positive constant. The series is
thus Borel-summable within the wedge 1 < gII/gI < ∞,
consistent with the mean-field consideration [42] and the
two-loop basin of attraction obtained above. This result
thus validates our perturbative treatment of the strong-
coupling regime within the basin of attraction.
Given the large-order behavior at hand, we further
compute the critical properties of the fixed point by re-
summing the three-loop series, analytically continuing
the Borel transform through the conformal mapping [59]
(see Appendix D). Comparing the two-loop and the re-
summation results upon inclusion of higher-order contri-
butions (Fig. 2) confirms that the fixed point is robustly
conserved for d <∼ 5.05. The critical exponents from the
two schemes further qualitatively agree with one another.
Conclusion– The nontrivial critical fixed point identi-
fied here governs both dAT and Gardner transitions in
d < du. An RSB transition for the underlying universal-
ity class is thus possible over a broader d range than pre-
viously thought [60–62]. The RG flow diagrams (Fig. 1)
and the large-order behavior, however, make it clear that
not all microscopic models belong to the basin of the at-
traction of the critical fixed point. This realization offers
a possible explanation for the absence of dAT criticality
in the Edwards-Anderson model in d = 3. The model
may simply remain outside the basin of attraction, and
thus be governed either by a discontinuous transition into
the RSB phase or by the two-state droplet picture [6–10].
Enlarging the range of disordered spin systems used for
studying RSB criticality would clarify this last point.
Our results further highlight various future research
directions. First, they guide efforts in systematizing non-
perturbative RG methods [63] and controlling confor-
mal bootstrap techniques for nonunitary theories [64–
67]. Both approaches should find the nontrivial crit-
ical fixed point when applied to the replica field the-
ory. Second, conflicting results have been obtained for
the lower critical dimension, dl, from a heuristic inter-
face argument [68] and from a correlation-function argu-
ment [69]. The dimensional dependence of the infrared
divergence associated with soft modes thus deserves fur-
ther scrutiny. Third, extending the current approach will
enable the study of the RG trajectory between the criti-
cal point identified here and the multicritical fixed point
found perturbatively for the spin-glass transition in ab-
sence of external magnetic field [5], whereat longitudinal
and anomalous modes become massless concurrently with
the replicons.
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5Appendix A: Replica field theory formalism
The basic object in the replica field theory is the overlap field, qab (x), which is symmetric, qab = qba, and has no
diagonal degree of freedom, i.e., qaa = 0, for replica indices a, b running from 1 to n. The overlap field naturally
decomposes into 1 longitudinal, (n−1) anomalous, and n(n−3)/2 replicon modes, for a total of n(n−1)/2 modes [21,
22, 34]. For perturbative calculations, we work within the critical surface on which replicon modes become massless
while longitudinal and anomalous modes generically stay massive, and seek infrared stable fixed points within that
surface. For convenience we introduce an orthonormal basis of replicon modes that satisfies
n∑
a,b=1
eiabe
j
ab = δ
ij , (A1)
where each vector has eiaa = 0, and the replicon conditions require that
n∑
b=1
eiab = 0 (A2)
for all a = 1, . . . , n and i = 1, . . . , n(n− 3)/2. With this notation, the replicon field can be written as
φab (x) =
n(n−3)
2∑
i=1
φi (x) e
i
ab (A3)
and the bare massless Lagrangian as
L = Lfree + Lint , (A4)
where
Lfree = 1
2
n∑
a,b=1
(∇φab)2 = 1
2
n(n−3)
2∑
i=1
(∇φi)2 (A5)
and
Lint = − 1
3!
gIbare n∑
a,b=1
φ3ab + g
II
bare
n∑
a,b,c=1
φabφbcφca

= − 1
3!
n(n−3)
2∑
i,j,k=1
(
gIbareT
ijk
I + g
II
bareT
ijk
II
)
φiφjφk (A6)
with
T ijkI ≡
n∑
a,b=1
eiabe
j
abe
k
ab and T
ijk
II ≡
n∑
a,b,c=1
eiabe
j
bce
k
ca . (A7)
It has been shown in Ref. [22] that, for replicon modes, these two terms exhaust all the cubic terms that are symmetric
under the permutation of replica indices. Note that: (i) the action is symmetric under inverting the couplings(
gIbare, g
II
bare
)→ (−gIbare,−gIIbare) combined with φab → −φab; (ii) a linear term is absent due to the replicon condition;
(iii) the relevant quadratic mass term is suppressed for the calculations of β-functions within the critical surface but
later added to calculate the critical exponent ν in Sec. C; (iv) unlike in the Ising model, the cubic terms are not
redundant even in the presence of higher-order terms, because one cannot shift replicon modes by a constant; and
(v) the cubic field theory has an upper critical dimension du = 6 and the Gaussian fixed point becomes unstable for
 ≡ du − d > 0. Although cubic field theories with different symmetry structures have been studied up to four-loop
order [39–41], these results are here of limited interest because their actions belong to different universality classes.
The zero replica limit, n→ 0, is taken at the end of the calculation in order to properly average over disorder. For
spin glasses, disorder comes from quenched impurities. For structural glasses, by contrast, disorder is self-induced
by reference configurations. For instance, one can follow the overlap between a reference configuration sampled right
6before falling out of equilibrium and replicated configurations out of equilibrium at a lower temperature or higher
density, as well as the overlap among the latter set of configurations. This scheme results in the state-following
ensemble, in which the overlap field is an (m+ n)-by-(m+ n) matrix field with n→ 0 and m = 1. Because replicon
modes responsible for the Gardner transition reside within the n-by-n submatrix, we can set the relevant number
of replicas to 0 for calculations within this ensemble. For the so-called Edwards-Monasson ensemble, however, the
number of replicas at the Gardner transition can lie anywhere within the range [0, 1]. Given that sampling protocols
and experimental relevance of the Edwards-Monasson ensemble are less transparent than for the state-following
ensemble, we here present results for the zero replica limit n = 0 only. Note, however, that we do not observe any
qualitative changes as a function of the number of replicas, except when n is near 1. The topology of fixed points then
becomes complex, at least within the two-loop renormalization group scheme. In some dimensions d, the nontrivial
fixed point disappears; in other dimensions, additional fixed points appear. In particular, just below du = 6, the
finely-tuned fixed point first found in Ref. [23] emerges near n ≈ 0.90. Although of certain interest, this fixed point
appears to be nongeneric.
Appendix B: Two-loop β-functions
In this section we derive two-loop β-functions for the replica field theory within the dimensional regularization
scheme. The results of computations for two-loop amplitudes are reported in Sec. B 1. Dimensional regularization is
implemented in Sec. B 2, culminating with the derivation of the β-functions in Sec. B 3. Sec. B 4 lists various replica
combinatorial factors.
1. Feynman diagrams
To derive β-functions within the dimensional regularization scheme, we only need to calculate a few class of ampli-
tudes associated with one-particle irreducible Feynman diagrams. Specifically, we need the bare self-energy,
ΠijB (k) = k
2δijΠ˜B(k) , (B1)
which is given by the sum of all one-particle-irreducible Feynman diagrams with two external legs (Fig. S1), and the
bare cubic vertex given by the sum of all one-particle-irreducible Feynman diagrams with three external legs (Fig. S2),
− µ 2 Γ(3)ijkB (k1,k2) = −µ

2
{
ΓIB (k1,k2)T
ijk
I + Γ
II
B (k1,k2)T
ijk
II
}
. (B2)
We introduced the renormalization energy scale µ, making ΓB’s dimensionless. To further lighten the notation, we
introduce dimensionless bare couplings
uXB ≡ µ−

2 gXbare (B3)
for X ∈ {I, II}. The above amplitudes can formally be expanded in perturbative series as
Π˜B =
2∑
m=0
hZ2−m,m
(
uIB
)2−m (
uIIB
)m
+
4∑
m=0
hZ4−m,m
(
uIB
)4−m (
uIIB
)m
+O(u6B) (B4)
and
ΓXB = u
X
B +
3∑
m=0
hX3−m,m
(
uIB
)3−m (
uIIB
)m
+
5∑
m=0
hX5−m,m
(
uIB
)5−m (
uIIB
)m
+O(u7B) . (B5)
The series coefficients,
{
hZm1,m2
}
and
{
hXm1,m2
}
, are what need to be calculated.
Besides the tedious replica combinatorial factors and the presence of two distinct cubic couplings, factors arising
from momentum integrals are the same as for simpler cubic theories, as worked out in Ref. [39] to two-loop order,
in Ref. [40] to three-loop order, and in Ref. [41] to four-loop order. Defining the common factor arising from the
spherical integral, i.e. the volume of a unit sphere divided by the Fourier factor for a loop-momentum integral,
Kd ≡ vol(S
d−1)
(2pi)d
=
1
2d−1pi
d
2 Γ
(
d
2
) , (B6)
7(a)

(b)

(c)
FIG. S1. One-particle-irreducible Feynman diagrams with two external legs at one-loop (a) and two-loop [(b) and (c)] order.
and momentum-dependent functions
L0 ≡ ln
(
k2
µ2
)
(B7)
and
L1 ≡
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy ln
{
x(1− x)k
2
1
µ2
+ y(1− y)k
2
2
µ2
+ 2xy
k1·k2
µ2
}
, (B8)
amplitudes that appear in the cubic theories up to two-loop order are [39]
A
(2)
1 ≡
µ
k2
∫
dq
(2pi)d
1
q2(q + k)2
(B9)
= Kd
(−1
3
)(
1 +
7
12
− 1
2
L0
)
+O () ,
A
(3)
1 ≡ µ
∫
dq
(2pi)d
1
q2(q + k1)2(q + k1 + k2)2
(B10)
= Kd
(
1

)(
1− 3
4
− L1
)
+O () ,
A
(2)
2 ≡
µ2
k2
∫
dq1
(2pi)d
∫
dq2
(2pi)d
1
q41(q1 + k)
2q22(q1 + q2)
2
(B11)
= K2d
(
1
182
)(
1 +
25
12
− L0
)
+O (1) ,
B
(2)
2 ≡
µ2
k2
∫
dq1
(2pi)d
∫
dq2
(2pi)d
1
q21(q1 + k)
2q22(q1 + q2)
2(q1 + q2 + k)2
(B12)
= K2d
(−1
32
)(
1 +
3
2
− L0
)
+O (1) ,
A
(3)
2 ≡ µ2
∫
dq1
(2pi)d
∫
dq2
(2pi)d
1
q41(q1 + k1)
2(q1 + k1 + k2)2q22(q1 + q2)
2
(B13)
= K2d
(−1
62
)(
1− 11
12
− 2L1
)
+O (1) ,
B
(3)
2 ≡ µ2
∫
dq1
(2pi)d
∫
dq2
(2pi)d
1
q21(q1 + k1)
2(q1 − q2)2q22(q2 + k1)2(q2 + k1 + k2)2
(B14)
= K2d
(
1
22
)(
1− 5
4
− 2L1
)
+O (1) , and
C
(3)
2 ≡ µ2
∫
dq1
(2pi)d
∫
dq2
(2pi)d
1
q21(q1 + k1)
2(q1 − q2)2(q1 − q2 − k2)2q22(q2 + k1 + k2)2
(B15)
= K2d
(
1
22
)
() +O (1) .
We then incorporate the replica combinatorial factors arising from the tensorial contractions of indices running
in the loops, in addition to the standard symmetric factors associated with the respective Feynman diagrams. The
8(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. S2. One-particle-irreducible Feynman diagrams with three external legs at one-loop (a) and two-loop [(b)–(d)] order.
resulting one-loop self-energy [Fig. S1(a)] is
2∑
m=0
hZ2−m,m
(
uIB
)2−m (
uIIB
)m
=
1
2
A
(2)
1
 ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2u
X1
B u
X2
B
 , (B16)
where the replica combinatorial factors are defined through
n(n−3)
2∑
i3,i4=1
T i1i3i4X1 T
i2i4i3
X2 ≡ SX1,X2δi1i2 = SX2,X1δi1i2 (B17)
and their explicit expressions as functions of n are listed in Eq. (B36). The one-loop cubic vertices [Fig. S2(a)] give
3∑
m=0
hX3−m,m
(
uIB
)3−m (
uIIB
)m
= A
(3)
1
 ∑
X1,X2,X3∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3u
X1
B u
X2
B u
X3
B
 , (B18)
where replica combinatorial factors are defined through
n(n−3)
2∑
i4,i5,i6=1
T i1i5i6X1 T
i2i6i4
X2 T
i3i4i5
X3 ≡
∑
X∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3T
i1i2i3
X (B19)
and symmetric under permutations of indices (X1,X2,X3). Their expressions are listed in Eq. (B37). For later
development, it is important to note that these coefficients satisfy the ’t Hooft identities∑
X∈{I,II}
SX1,Xa
X
X2,X3,X4 =
∑
X∈{I,II}
SX2,Xa
X
X1,X3,X4 , (B20)
which can be derived diagrammatically by cutting appropriate two-loop self-energy diagrams in different ways and
can also be checked explicitly through Eqs. (B36) and (B37). With these identities in mind, the two-loop self-energy
[Figs. S1(b) and (c)] gives
4∑
m=0
hZ4−m,m
(
uIB
)4−m (
uIIB
)m
=
1
2
A
(2)
2
 ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2u
X1
B u
X2
B
2 (B21)
+
1
2
B
(2)
2
 ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
SX1,X5a
X5
X2,X3,X4u
X1
B u
X2
B u
X3
B u
X4
B
 .
Finally, the two-loop cubic vertices [Figs. S2(b), (c), and (d)] give
5∑
m=0
hX5−m,m
(
uIB
)5−m (
uIIB
)m
=
3
2
A
(3)
2
 ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2u
X1
B u
X2
B
 ∑
X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
aXX3,X4,X5u
X3
B u
X4
B u
X5
B
 (B22)
+3B
(3)
2
 ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X6a
X6
X3,X4,X5u
X1
B u
X2
B u
X3
B u
X4
B u
X5
B

+
1
2
C
(3)
2
 ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3;X4,X5u
X1
B u
X2
B u
X3
B u
X4
B u
X5
B
 ,
9where we introduced new replica combinatorial factors of the form
n(n−3)
2∑
i4,i5,i6,i7,i8,i9=1
T i1i5i6X1 T
i2i4i8
X2 T
i3i7i9
X3 T
i4i6i9
X4 T
i5i7i8
X5 ≡
∑
X∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3;X4,X5T
i1i2i3
X (B23)
with values listed in Eqs. (B38) and (B39). Note that they are symmetric under permutations of the first three indices
(X1,X2,X3) and of the last two indices (X4,X5).
2. Dimensional regularization
All the bare amplitudes, Π˜B and Γ
X
B , diverge as → 0+ (with the ultraviolet cutoff for the momentum integral, Λ,
kept infinite), but dimensional regularization tames these infinities [36–38]. In this scheme, bare couplings are first
expanded in terms of physical running couplings,
{
gIP, g
II
P
}
, as
K
1
2
d u
X
B = g
X
P +
3∑
m=0
fX3−m,m
(
gIP
)3−m (
gIIP
)m
+
5∑
m=0
fX5−m,m
(
gIP
)5−m (
gIIP
)m
+O(g7P) , (B24)
and the field is renormalized by introducing the wavefunction renormalization factor,
Zφ = 1 +
2∑
m=0
fZ2−m,m
(
gIP
)2−m (
gIIP
)m
+
4∑
m=0
fZ4−m,m
(
gIP
)4−m (
gIIP
)m
+O(g6P) . (B25)
Note that we have factored out the spherical factor K
1
2
d from cubic couplings, as is conventionally done. We then
regulate divergences by adjusting series coefficients so as to keep the following renormalized physical amplitudes finite
in the limit → 0, i.e.,
Γ
(2)
P (k) ≡ Zφ
{
1− Π˜B(k)
}
= finite (B26)
and
ΓXP (k1,k2) ≡ Z3/2φ
{
ΓXB (k1,k2)
}
= finite . (B27)
Specifically, order by order, we adjust the series coefficients,
{
fZm1,m2
}
and
{
fXm1,m2
}
, so as to keep quantities (B26)
and (B27) finite by minimally subtracting the poles in  stemming from those residing in
{
hZm1,m2
}
and
{
hXm1,m2
}
.
This procedure renders all the other renormalized amplitudes of elementary operators finite (see Sec. C for the case
with a composite operator). We denote by [[. . .]]s the singular terms proportional to poles in  of the form 
−p with
p > 0.
Implementing this scheme, the wavefunction renormalization condition of Eq. (B26) at leading one-loop order yields
2∑
m=0
fZ2−m,m
(
gIP
)2−m (
gIIP
)m
=
2∑
m=0
[[K−1d h
Z
2−m,m]]s
(
gIP
)2−m (
gIIP
)m
(B28)
=
(−1
6
) ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P
 .
Similarly, the cubic vertex renormalization condition (B27) at one-loop order yield
3∑
m=0
fX3−m,m
(
gIP
)3−m (
gIIP
)m
= −
3∑
m=0
[[K−1d h
X
3−m,m]]s
(
gIP
)3−m (
gIIP
)m − 3
2
gXP
2∑
m=0
[[fZ2−m,m]]s
(
gIP
)2−m (
gIIP
)m
(B29)
=
(−1

) ∑
X1,X2,X3∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P
+ ( 1
4
)
gXP
 ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P
 .
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Continuing to subleading two-loop order, the wavefunction renormalization condition (B26) yields
4∑
m=0
fZ4−m,m
(
gIP
)4−m (
gIIP
)m
=
( −1
362
)(
1− 11
12

) ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P
2 (B30)
+
(
1
62
)(
1− 1
3

) ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
SX1,X5a
X5
X2,X3,X4g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P
 .
Finally, Eq. (B27) at two-loop order yields
5∑
m=0
fX5−m,m
(
gIP
)5−m (
gIIP
)m
=
(
1
162
)(
3
2
− 11
18

)
gXP
 ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P
2 (B31)
+
(−1
42
)(
1− 1
3

)
gXP
 ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
SX1,X5a
X5
X2,X3,X4g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P

+
(−1
22
)(
1− 7
24

) ∑
X1,X2,X3∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P
 ∑
X4,X5∈{I,II}
SX4,X5g
X4
P g
X5
P

+
(
3
22
)(
1− 1
4

) ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X6a
X6
X3,X4,X5g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P

+
(−1
4
) ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3;X4,X5g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P
 .
We note that series coefficients,
{
fZm1,m2
}
and
{
fXm1,m2
}
, are independent of momenta due to the cancellation of all
momentum-dependent terms. This cancellation provides independent and highly nontrivial checks of the algebra and
is one of many practical advantages of dimensional regularization.
3. β-functions
The previous sections provide the necessary ingredients for obtaining two-loop expressions for β-functions,
βX ≡ µ∂g
X
P
∂µ
= − 
2
gXP +
3∑
m=0
βX3−m,m
(
gIP
)3−m (
gIIP
)m
+
5∑
m=0
βX5−m,m
(
gIP
)5−m (
gIIP
)m
+O(g7P) . (B32)
In order to obtain coefficients βXm1,m2 , we (i) express
{
gXP
}
X∈{I,II} in terms of
{
uXB
}
X∈{I,II}, (ii) use the identity
µ
∂
{(
uIB
)m1 (
uIIB
)m2}
∂µ
= − (m1 +m2)
2
(
uIB
)m1 (
uIIB
)m2
(B33)
which follows from the requirement that microscopic couplings must be independent of probing energy scale, i.e.,
∂gXbare
∂µ = 0, and (iii) re-express
{
uXB
}
X∈{I,II} in terms of
{
gXP
}
X∈{I,II}. Straightforward algebra then yields
βX1−loop ≡
3∑
m=0
βX3−m,m
(
gIP
)3−m (
gIIP
)m
(B34)
= 
3∑
m=0
fX3−m,m
(
gIP
)3−m (
gIIP
)m
=
1
4
gXP
 ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P
−
 ∑
X1,X2,X3∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P

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at one-loop order, and at two-loop order [see Eq. (D19) for a more concise expression]
5∑
m=0
βX5−m,m
(
gIP
)5−m (
gIIP
)m
= 2
5∑
m=0
fX5−m,m
(
gIP
)5−m (
gIIP
)m − 1

∑
X1∈{I,II}
∂βX1−loop
∂gX1P
∂βX11−loop (B35)
=
(−11
144
)
gXP
 ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P
2
+
1
6
gXP
 ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
SX1,X5a
X5
X2,X3,X4g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P

+
7
24
 ∑
X1,X2,X3∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P
 ∑
X4,X5∈{I,II}
SX4,X5g
X4
P g
X5
P

+
(−3
4
) ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X6a
X6
X3,X4,X5g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P

+
(−1
2
) ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3;X4,X5g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P
 .
Note that the coefficients,
{
βXm1,m2
}
, are all independent of  and thus the -dependence only appears in the first term
of each β-function. This cancellation provides another set of highly nontrivial checks for higher-loop calculations in
the dimensional regularization scheme.
4. Combinatorial factors
The various combinatorial factors were obtained by implementing the following numerical algorithm: (i) form an
orthonormal basis of replicon modes,
{
eiab
}
i=1,...,n(n−3)/2, through the Gram-Schmidt process; (ii) evaluate cubic gen-
erators, T ijkI and T
ijk
II ; (iii) obtain self-energy combinatorial factors for various n as in Eq. (B17) by evaluating diagonal
components; (iv) obtain cubic combinatorial factors for various n as in Eqs. (B19) and (B23) by evaluating the equation
of interest for two distinct set of indices, (i1i2i3) = (i
(1)
1 i
(1)
2 i
(1)
3 ), (i
(2)
1 i
(2)
2 i
(2)
3 ), such that
(
T
i
(1)
1 i
(1)
2 i
(1)
3
I , T
i
(1)
1 i
(1)
2 i
(1)
3
II
)
and(
T
i
(2)
1 i
(2)
2 i
(2)
3
I , T
i
(2)
1 i
(2)
2 i
(2)
3
II
)
are linearly-independent; (v) fit combinatorial factors obtained for various n (n = 6, . . . , 15
suffices for our purpose) by rational functions with integer coefficients, noting that the denominator has the form
2p(n − 1)q(n − 2)r; and (vi) validate the consistency of the expressions by repeating the calculations up to n = 22.
The results follow.
 SI,ISI,II
SII,II
 =

n3−9n2+26n−22
2(n−1)(n−2)2
3n2−15n+16
2(n−1)(n−2)2
n4−8n3+19n2−4n−16
4(n−1)(n−2)2
 . (B36)

aII,I,I a
II
I,I,I
aII,I,II a
II
I,I,II
aII,II,II a
II
I,II,II
aIII,II,II a
II
II,II,II
 =

n3−11n2+38n−34
2(n−1)(n−2)2
−1
(n−2)3
3n2−19n+20
2(n−1)(n−2)2
−n3+8n2−17n+12
2(n−1)(n−2)3
−n3+5n2+8n−16
4(n−1)(n−2)2
3n3−27n2+64n−48
4(n−1)(n−2)3
−3n
2(n−2)2
n5−10n4+33n3−8n2−104n+112
8(n−1)(n−2)3
 . (B37)
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
aII,I,I;I,I
aIII,I,I;I,I
aII,I,I;II,I
aII,I,I;II,II
aIII,II,I;I,I
aIII,I,I;II,I
aIII,II,II;I,I
aII,I,II;II,II
aII,II,II;I,II
aII,II,II;II,II
aIII,II,II;I,II
aIII,II,II;II,II

≡

n8−26n7+291n6−1816n5+6840n4−15756n3+21586n2−16088n+5008
4(n−1)2(n−2)6
3n7−66n6+607n5−2960n4+8132n3−12592n2+10236n−3392
4(n−1)2(n−2)6
3n7−66n6+604n5−2930n4+8017n3−12380n2+10048n−3328
4(n−1)2(n−2)6
21n6−366n5+2493n4−8316n3+14536n2−12800n+4480
8(n−1)2(n−2)6
3n7−27n6−59n5+1471n4−6396n3+12496n2−11664n+4224
8(n−1)2(n−2)6
n7−7n6−63n5+819n4−3292n3+6262n2−5776n+2080
4(n−1)2(n−2)6
n9−19n8+145n7−541n6+1018n5−1488n4+4292n3−10192n2+11328n−4608
16(n−1)2(n−2)6
−n7+20n6−110n5+84n4+871n3−2704n2+3040n−1216
4(n−1)2(n−2)6
−7n7+134n6−819n5+1708n4+680n3−7552n2+10144n−4352
16(n−1)2(n−2)6
n9−15n8+95n7−469n6+2196n5−6368n4+8592n3−2176n2−5376n+3584
32(n−1)2(n−2)6
3n8−42n7+169n6+68n5−1750n4+3488n3−1456n2−1984n+1536
16(n−1)2(n−2)6
n(−3n6+54n5−315n4+560n3+376n2−1968n+1440)
16(n−1)(n−2)6

. (B38)

aIII,I,I;I,I
aIIII,I,I;I,I
aIII,I,I;II,I
aIII,I,I;II,II
aIIII,II,I;I,I
aIIII,I,I;II,I
aIIII,II,II;I,I
aIII,I,II;II,II
aIII,II,II;I,II
aIII,II,II;II,II
aIIII,II,II;I,II
aIIII,II,II;II,II

≡

3(n2−7n+8)
(n−1)1(n−2)5
n5−15n4+78n3−165n2+159n−62
2(n−1)2(n−2)5
3n5−42n4+211n3−448n2+436n−168
4(n−1)2(n−2)5
n7−18n6+127n5−420n4+574n3−40n2−608n+416
8(n−1)2(n−2)5
−n5+19n4−118n3+296n2−336n+148
2(n−1)2(n−2)5
−2n5+41n4−260n3+659n2−750n+328
4(n−1)2(n−2)5
3n5−72n4+531n3−1494n2+1848n−864
8(n−1)2(n−2)5
3n6−39n5+151n4−45n3−726n2+1344n−736
8(n−1)2(n−2)5
n7−14n6+81n5−352n4+1412n3−3384n2+3984n−1824
16(n−1)2(n−2)5
3n5−17n4−25n3+243n2−420n+232
2(n−1)2(n−2)5
3n6−24n5+147n4−1006n3+3136n2−4240n+2112
16(n−1)2(n−2)5
3n8−47n7+315n6−1229n5+3110n4−4088n3+336n2+4928n−3648
32(n−1)2(n−2)5

. (B39)
Appendix C: Two-loop Critical exponents
In this section, we obtain two-loop expressions for the two critical exponents, η and ν. The critical exponent
η, which governs the decay of correlation functions right at the critical point, can be derived from the information
obtained in Sec. B within the critical surface on which the mass of replicon modes stays strictly zero. The critical
exponent ν, which governs the divergence of the correlation length as one approaches the critical surface, however,
additionally requires the amplitudes with one insertion of the following composite operator, corresponding to the
relevant replicon-mass deformation
1
2
n∑
a,b=1
φ2ab =
1
2
n(n−3)
2∑
i=1
φ2i . (C1)
The bare amplitude is given by the sum of all the one-particle-irreducible Feynman diagrams with two external legs
and one external double leg
Γ
(2,1)ij
B (k1,k2) = Γ
M
B (k1,k2) δ
ij . (C2)
These diagrams can be obtained from those in Fig. S2 by replacing one of their three external legs by a double leg.
As before, this amplitude can be formally expanded in a series
ΓMB = 1 +
2∑
m=0
hM2−m,m
(
uIB
)2−m (
uIIB
)m
+
4∑
m=0
hM4−m,m
(
uIB
)4−m (
uIIB
)m
+O(u6B) (C3)
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with coefficients explicitly calculated as
2∑
m=0
hM2−m,m
(
uIB
)2−m (
uIIB
)m
= A
(3)
1
 ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2u
X1
B u
X2
B
 (C4)
and
4∑
m=0
hM4−m,m
(
uIB
)4−m (
uIIB
)m
=
(
3
2
A
(3)
2 +B
(3)
2
) ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2u
X1
B u
X2
B
2 (C5)
+
(
2B
(3)
2 +
1
2
C
(3)
2
) ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
SX1,X5a
X5
X2,X3,X4u
X1
B u
X2
B u
X3
B u
X4
B
 .
We renormalize the bare amplitude by introducing another renormalization factor
Zφ2 = 1 +
2∑
m=0
fM2−m,m
(
gIP
)2−m (
gIIP
)m
+
4∑
m=0
fM4−m,m
(
gIP
)4−m (
gIIP
)m
+O(g6P) , (C6)
and requiring that
ΓMP (k1,k2) ≡ Zφ2
[
ΓMB (k1,k2)
]
(C7)
remains finite. This condition yields at one-loop
2∑
m=0
fM2−m,m
(
gIP
)2−m (
gIIP
)m
= −
2∑
m=0
[[K−1d h
M
2−m,m]]s
(
gIP
)2−m (
gIIP
)m
(C8)
=
(−1

) ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P
 ,
and at two-loop
4∑
m=0
fM4−m,m
(
gIP
)4−m (
gIIP
)m
=
1
42
(
1 +
1
12

) ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P
2 (C9)
+
1
2
(
1− 1
2

) ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
SX1,X5a
X5
X2,X3,X4g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P
 .
The critical exponents can then be obtained through the relations
η = γ(φ) (C10)
and
ν−1 − 2 = γ(φ2) − η , (C11)
where the anomalous scaling dimensions are defined by
γ(φ) ≡ µ∂log (Zφ)
∂µ
=
2∑
m=0
γ
(φ)
2−m,m
(
gIP
)2−m (
gIIP
)m
+
4∑
m=0
γ
(φ)
4−m,m
(
gIP
)4−m (
gIIP
)m
+O(g6P) (C12)
and
γ(φ
2) ≡ µ∂log
(
Zφ2
)
∂µ
=
2∑
m=0
γ
(φ2)
2−m,m
(
gIP
)2−m (
gIIP
)m
+
4∑
m=0
γ
(φ2)
4−m,m
(
gIP
)4−m (
gIIP
)m
+O(g6P) . (C13)
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Explicitly we obtain
2∑
m=0
[
γ
(φ)
2−m,m , γ
(φ2)
2−m,m
] (
gIP
)2−m (
gIIP
)m
=
[
1
6 , 1
] ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P
 (C14)
and
4∑
m=0
[
γ
(φ)
4−m,m , γ
(φ2)
4−m,m
] (
gIP
)4−m (
gIIP
)m
=
[ − 11216 , − 124 ]
 ∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P
2 (C15)
+
[
1
9 , 1
] ∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
SX1,X5a
X5
X2,X3,X4g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P
 .
Appendix D: Resummed renormalization group equations
In this section we present three-loop β-functions and critical exponents for the replica field theory within the
dimensional regularization scheme, study the large-order behavior of the perturbative series, and then use these
results to resum the series.
TABLE I. Translation tables for (left) self-energy and (right) cubic-vertex contributions up to three-loop order
Ref. 40 Here
αg2R I2(gP)
αβg4R I4(gP)
α2g4R I
2
2 (gP)
αγg6R I6,A(gP)
αβ2g6R I6,B(gP)
α2βg6R I2(gP)I4(gP)
α3g6R I
3
2 (gP)
Ref. 40 Here
βg3R I
X
3 (gP)
γg5R I
X
5,A(gP)
β2g5R I
X
5,B(gP)
αβg5R I2(gP)I
X
3 (gP)
δg7R I
X
7,A(gP)
λg7R I
X
7,B(gP)
β3g7R I
X
7,C(gP) or I
X
7,D(gP)
βγg7R I
X
7,E(gP) or I
X
7,F (gP) or I
X
7,G(gP)
αγg7R I2(gP)I
X
5,A(gP)
αβ2g7R I2(gP)I
X
5,B(gP) or I4(gP)I
X
3 (gP)
α2βg7R I
2
2 (gP)I
X
3 (gP)
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1. Three-loop perturbative expressions
In order to concisely display the results, let us first define:
I2(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2∈{I,II}
SX1,X2g
X1
P g
X2
P , (D1)
IX3 (gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P , (D2)
I4(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
SX1,X5a
X5
X2,X3,X4g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P , (D3)
IX5,A(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3;X4,X5g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P , (D4)
IX5,B(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X6a
X6
X3,X4,X5g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P , (D5)
I6,A(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7∈{I,II}
SX1,X7a
X7
X2,X3,X4;X5,X6g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P g
X6
P , (D6)
I6,B(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8∈{I,II}
SX1,X7a
X7
X2,X3,X8a
X8
X4,X5,X6g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P g
X6
P , (D7)
IX7,A(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P g
X6
P g
X7
P , (D8)
IX7,B(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7∈{I,II}
bXX1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P g
X6
P g
X7
P , (D9)
IX7,C(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8,X9∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X8a
X8
X3,X4,X9a
X9
X5,X6,X7g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P g
X6
P g
X7
P , (D10)
IX7,D(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8,X9∈{I,II}
aXX1,X8,X9a
X8
X2,X3,X4a
X9
X5,X6,X7g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P g
X6
P g
X7
P , (D11)
IX7,E(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X8;X3,X4a
X8
X5,X6,X7g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P g
X6
P g
X7
P , (D12)
IX7,F (gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3;X4,X8a
X8
X5,X6,X7g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P g
X6
P g
X7
P , (D13)
IX7,G(gP) ≡
∑
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X8a
X8
X3,X4,X5;X6,X7g
X1
P g
X2
P g
X3
P g
X4
P g
X5
P g
X6
P g
X7
P , (D14)
where we introduced two new combinatorial factors through
n(n−3)
2∑
i4,i5,i6,i7,i8,i9,i10,i11,i12=1
T i1i4i5X1 T
i2i6i7
X2 T
i3i8i9
X3 T
i4i6i10
X4 T
i5i8i11
X5 T
i7i9i12
X6 T
i10i11i12
X7 ≡
∑
X∈{I,II}
aXX1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7T
i1i2i3
X
(D15)
and
n(n−3)
2∑
i4,i5,i6,i7,i8,i9,i10,i11,i12=1
T i1i4i5X1 T
i2i6i7
X2 T
i3i8i9
X3 T
i4i6i10
X4 T
i5i8i11
X5 T
i7i11i12
X6 T
i9i10i12
X7 ≡
∑
X∈{I,II}
bXX1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7T
i1i2i3
X
(D16)
As alluded to before, three-loop results were obtained in Ref. [40] for simpler theories with one cubic coupling.
We need here to generalize their results to a theory with multiple cubic couplings. Looking at Feynman diagrams
and corresponding contributions in Tables A1 and A2 of Ref. [40], we arrive at the dictionary in Table I. Note that,
for three-loop β-functions, some terms subdivide into a few distinct possibilities; relative ratio can be obtained by
reading off the −1-term in the corresponding amplitudes. With such a dictionary, we obtain critical exponents [recall
16
η = γ(φ) and ν−1 − 2 = γ(φ2) − η]
γ(φ) =
1
6
I2 − 11
216
I22 +
1
9
I4 +
821
31104
I32 −
179
1728
I2I4 +
{
7
48
− ζ(3)
12
}
I6,A +
85
864
I6,B , (D17)
γ(φ
2) = I2 − 1
24
I22 + I4 +
95
216
I32 −
{
79
96
+
ζ(3)
2
}
I2I4 +
7
8
I6,A +
{
65
48
+ ζ(3)
}
I6,B , (D18)
and β-functions
βX =
(
− 
2
+
3
2
η
)
gXP − IX3 +
7
24
I2I
X
3 −
1
2
IX5,A −
3
4
IX5,B (D19)
−119
864
I22I
X
3 +
11
48
I2I
X
5,A +
7
32
I2I
X
5,B +
23
96
I4I
X
3
−IX7,A + {1− 3ζ(3)} IX7,B −
3
8
IX7,C +
15
16
IX7,D −
3
16
IX7,E +
{
−23
24
+ ζ(3)
}
IX7,F +
{
−29
16
+
3
2
ζ(3)
}
IX7,G ,
where ζ(3) ≡ ∑∞n=1 1n3 . Note that when truncated to two-loop order, they reproduce the two-loop results, as they
should.
For the replica field theory, the most demanding part of higher-loop calculations is evaluating the combina-
torial factors, defined in Eqs. (D15)) and (D16) for those arising at three-loop order. We evaluated them us-
ing the method described in Sec. B 4, here fitting combinatorial factors obtained for n = 6, . . . , 21 by functions
c0+c1n+...+c15n
15
512(n−1)3(n−2)9 with integer coefficients c0, . . . , c15, and then cross-validating the consistency of the results against
values obtained for n = 22. These evaluations require quadruple numerical precision. See Supplemental Material at
http://dx.doi.org/10.7924/G86Q1V5C for the results. We further checked that the three-loop combinatorial factors
thus obtained satisfy the nontrivial ’t Hooft identities∑
X9∈{I,II}
SX1,X9a
X9
X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8 =
∑
X9∈{I,II}
SX2,X9a
X9
X1,X5,X6,X3,X4,X8,X7 (D20)
and ∑
X9∈{I,II}
SX1,X9b
X9
X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8 =
∑
X9∈{I,II}
SX2,X9b
X9
X1,X5,X6,X3,X4,X8,X7 . (D21)
2. Large-order behavior
In order to derive the equations of motion for the replicon field, we introduce Lagrange multiplier fields λa (x) for
the replicon constraint equations
∑n
b=1 φab (x) = 0 [70], and extremize
I[φab (x) , λa (x)] =
∫
dx
12
n∑
a,b=1
(∇φab)2 + µ
2
2
n∑
a,b=1
φ2ab −
1
3!
gIbare n∑
a,b=1
φ3ab + g
II
bare
n∑
a,b,c=1
φabφbcφca
− n∑
a,b=1
λaφab
 .
We also include in the expression a quadratic mass term, µ2, which gives a scale to the problem and enables the large-
order analysis away from the upper critical dimension [71]. Field variations give the replicon equations of motion for
a 6= b,
(−∇2 + µ2)φab − 1
2
[
gIbareφ
2
ab + g
II
bare
n∑
c=1
φacφcb
]
=
λa + λb
2
. (D22)
At large order, the bare coupling can be substituted by the physical couplings through the tree-level relation [71], i.e.,
K
1
2
d µ
− 2 (gIbare, g
II
bare) ≈ (gIP, gIIP ) ≡ gP(cos θ, sin θ) [cf. Eqs. (B3), (B6), and (B24)], which leads to
(−∇2 + µ2)φab − gPK
− 12
d µ

2
2
[
cos θφ2ab + sin θ
n∑
c=1
φacφcb
]
=
λa + λb
2
. (D23)
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As is standard [53] and proven in some case [52], we assume that the saddle-point solution governing the large-order
behavior takes the separable and spherically-symmetric form
φ?ab (x) =
K
1
2
d µ
− 2
gP
µ2F˜ (|µx|) vab (D24)
λ?a (x) =
K
1
2
d µ
− 2
gP
µ4F˜ 2 (|µx|)wa . (D25)
Here the dimensionless spherical function F˜ (r˜) satisfies[
d2
dr˜2
+
(d− 1)
r˜
d
dr˜
]
F˜ = F˜ − F˜ 2 and dF
dr˜
∣∣∣∣∣
r˜=0
= 0 , (D26)
and the constant symmetric matrix vab satisfies the replicon constraints
n∑
b=1
vab = 0 for a = 1, . . . , n . (D27)
This ansatz solves the replicon equations of motion for a 6= b if and only if
vab − 1
2
[
cos θv2ab + sin θ
n∑
c=1
vacvcb
]
=
wa + wb
2
. (D28)
For general spatial dimensions d, the spherically symmetric function F˜ (r˜) can be obtained numerically by the
pseudospectral method, as described in subsection D 4, whereas the matrix equation (D28) can be solved analytically
by adapting the 1-step RSB ansatz [1, 56–58]. Specifically, by relabeling the replica index as a = (aˆ0 − 1)m1 + aˆ1,
with aˆ0 = 1, . . . ,
n
m1
specifying the cluster of metastable states and aˆ1 = 1, . . . ,m1 the state within that cluster, we
obtain
vab = v0(1− δaˆ0,bˆ0) + v1δaˆ0,bˆ0(1− δaˆ1,bˆ1) . (D29)
The only constant vector wa compatible with this ansatz is wa = w, independently of the replica index. The matrix
equation (D28) under the replicon constraints (D27) yields in the replica limit n→ 0 (where 0 ≤ m1 ≤ 1)
v0 = (1−m1)
(
2
cos θ
)(
1
1− 2m1 +m1 tan θ
)
(D30)
v1 = −m1
(
2
cos θ
)(
1
1− 2m1 +m1 tan θ
)
(D31)
w = −m1(1−m1)
(
2
cos θ
)(
1
1− 2m1 +m1 tan θ
)2
(1− tan θ) . (D32)
The saddle-point replicon action
lim
n→0
S[φ?ab (x)]
n
= lim
n→0
I[φ?ab (x) , λ
?
a (x)]
n
(D33)
=
(2pi)dK2d
g2P
[∫ ∞
0
dr˜r˜d−1F˜ 3
]
lim
n→0
 12∑na,b=1 v2ab − 13!
(
cos θ
∑n
a,b=1 v
3
ab + sin θ
∑n
a,b,c=1 vabvbcvca
)
n

= −1
6
(2pi)dK2d
g2P
[∫ ∞
0
dr˜r˜d−1F˜ 3
](
2
cos θ
)2 [
m1(1−m1)
(1− 2m1 +m1 tan θ)2
]
,
where ∫ ∞
0
dr˜r˜d−1
(dF˜
dr˜
)2
+ F˜ 2
 = ∫ ∞
0
dr˜r˜d−1F˜ 3 (D34)
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follows from integrating Eq. (D26) by parts. Note that the regularity at the origin dF˜dr˜
∣∣∣
r˜=0
= 0, and the proper decay
at r˜ =∞ cancel the boundary term. Extremizing the action with respect to the RSB parameter m1 ∈ [0, 1] gives
m?1 =
1
tan θ
. (D35)
The RSB solution thus exists if and only if 1 < tan θ =
gIIP
gIP
< ∞, which is completely consistent with the existential
condition of the RSB transition at the mean-field level [42] and nearly coincides with the two-loop basin of attraction.
The value of A(θ) that governs the asymptotic series coefficients fk(θ) ∼ k! [−1/A(θ)]k at large loop order k is further
given by
A(θ) = −g2P lim
n→0
S[φ?ab (x)]
n
=
[
(2pi)dK2d
6
∫ ∞
0
dr˜r˜d−1F˜ 3
]
×
[
1
(sin θ − cos θ) cos θ
]
, (D36)
which is positive in the wedge with 1 <
gIIP
gIP
< ∞, and thus validates the Borel-summability of the perturbative field
theory precisely within the wedge that contains the fixed point.
3. Borel resummation with the conformal mapping
We start from an anomalous dimension γ with a double-series expansions of the form
γ =
∞∑
k1,k2=0;k1+k2=even
γk1,k2
(
gIP
)k1 (
gIIP
)k2
(D37)
=
∞∑
k=0
g2kP
[
2k∑
k1=0
γk1,2k−k1 (cos θ)
k1 (sin θ)
2k−k1
]
≡
∞∑
k=0
Υk (θ) g
2k
P .
In this form, the tree-level contribution vanishes, i.e. Υ0 = 0, and the three-loop results yield the first three nontrivial
coefficients, Υ1,2,3 (θ). Its Borel transform is then
γ˜B
(
g2P; θ
) ≡ ∞∑
k=0
Υk (θ)
k!
g2kP , (D38)
and hence γ =
∫∞
0
dte−tγ˜B(g2t; θ). In the conformally-related coordinate
u(g2P; θ) ≡
√
1 +
g2P
A(θ) − 1√
1 +
g2P
A(θ) + 1
(D39)
the Borel transform is expected to have a radius of convergence of unity [72].
Matching the expansion coefficients order by order leads to
γ˜B = 4AΥ1u+
(
8AΥ1 + 8A
2Υ2
)
u2 +
(
12AΥ1 + 32A
2Υ2 +
32
3
A3Υ3
)
u3 +O(u4) . (D40)
Truncating the series at the third order in u and performing the inverse Borel transform, we obtain the three-loop
19
resummed expression
γ = [4A(θ)Υ1 (θ)]
∫ ∞
0
dte−t

√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) − 1√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) + 1
 (D41)
+
[
8A (θ) Υ1 (θ) + 8A
2 (θ) Υ2 (θ)
] ∫ ∞
0
dte−t

√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) − 1√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) + 1
2
+
[
12A (θ) Υ1 (θ) + 32A
2 (θ) Υ2 (θ) +
32
3
A3 (θ) Υ3 (θ)
] ∫ ∞
0
dte−t

√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) − 1√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) + 1
3 .
Similarly,
βX =
∞∑
k1,k2=0;k1+k2=odd
βXk1,k2
(
gIP
)k1 (
gIIP
)k2
(D42)
=
∞∑
k=0
g2k+1P
[
2k+1∑
k1=0
βXk1,2k+1−k1 (cos θ)
k1 (sin θ)
2k+1−k1
]
≡ gP
∞∑
k=0
BXk (θ) g2kP ,
or in polar coupling coordinates
β(g
2) ≡ µ∂(g
2
P)
∂µ
= g2P
∞∑
k=0
[
2 cos θBIk (θ) + 2 sin θBIIk (θ)
]
g2kP ≡ g2P
[ ∞∑
k=0
B(g2)k (θ) g2kP
]
(D43)
β(tan θ) ≡ µ∂(tan θ)
∂µ
=
∞∑
k=0
[
− sin θ
cos2 θ
BIk (θ) +
1
cos θ
BIIk (θ)
]
g2kP ≡
∞∑
k=0
B(tan θ)k (θ) g2kP . (D44)
For the angular component, the tree-level contribution vanishes, i.e. B(tan θ)0 = 0, whereas the radial component has
B(g2)0 = d−6. For the angular β-function, the three-loop resummed expression is similar to that for γ with Υk replaced
by B(tan θ)k , while for the radial β-function
β(g
2) = (d− 6)g2P + g2P
[
4A(θ)B(g2)1 (θ)
] ∫ ∞
0
dte−t

√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) − 1√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) + 1
 (D45)
+g2P
[
8A (θ)B(g2)1 (θ) + 8A2 (θ)B(g
2)
2 (θ)
] ∫ ∞
0
dte−t

√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) − 1√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) + 1
2
+g2P
[
12A (θ)B(g2)1 (θ) + 32A2 (θ)B(g
2)
2 (θ) +
32
3
A3 (θ)B(g2)3 (θ)
] ∫ ∞
0
dte−t

√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) − 1√
1 +
g2Pt
A(θ) + 1
3 ,
(D46)
after resumming the series in Eq. (D43).
4. Pseudospectral method
In order to efficiently solve the boundary value problem of identifying a nontrivial solution to Eq. (D26) with
Neumann boundary condition dFdr˜
∣∣∣
r˜=0
= 0 and Dirichlet boundary condition F˜ (r˜ =∞) = 0, we use the pseudospectral
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FIG. S3. The d-dependent constant cd that governs the large-order behavior of the perturbative series through A(θ) =
cd/[cos θ(sin θ − cos θ)] is obtained using 100 collocation points.
method [54]. The function F˜ (r˜) is thus represented in a basis of N Chebyshev polynomials, Tk(x(r˜)), keeping track of
the function values at the Chebyshev extrema collocation grid. We define the coordinate x(r˜) ≡ b0 tanh[0.1(r˜−1)]+b1
with b0 and b1 chosen such that the domain r˜ ∈ [0,∞] maps onto the compact interval x ∈ [−1, 1]. Once the coordinate
parameter is established, the nonlinear equations for function values at the collocation points are solved by Newton’s
method.
The integration result is sensitive to the proximity of the initial guess to the nontrivial saddle-point solution: bad
guesses diverge away from it. In order to circumvent this problem, we adopt the mountain pass algorithm developed
in Ref. [55]. First, the full domain is subdivided in two: [0, 1] and [1,∞]. In the first region, the solution to the
saddle-point equation with the boundary conditions dFdr˜
∣∣∣
r˜=0
= 0 and F˜ (r˜ = 1) = F˜M is obtained, while in the second
region the solution with F˜ (r˜ = 1) = F˜M and F˜ (r˜ = ∞) = 0 is obtained. For a generic choice of middle-point value
F˜M, the patched solution has a kink at r˜ = 1. A good initial guess for the smooth solution is attained by varying F˜M
until the left- and right-sided first derivatives match. In order to facilitate this search, the process is bootstrapped.
That is, after finding a solution in spatial dimension d = 1 higher-dimensional solutions are obtained by adiabatically
increasing d in steps ∆d = 0.001. The resulting d-dependent constant (Fig. S3)
cd ≡ (2pi)
dK2d
6
∫ ∞
0
dr˜r˜d−1F˜ 3 (D47)
controls the large order behavior, A(θ) = cd/[cos θ(sin θ− cos θ)]. Note that our results are robust against changes to
the number of collocation points, as long as it is sufficiently large.
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